ABSTRACT Smart cities and other cyber-physical systems (CPSs) rely on various scientific, engineering, business, and social applications that provide timely intelligence for their design, operations, and management. Many of these scientific and analytics applications require the solution of sparse linear equation systems, where sparse matrix-vector (SpMV) product is a key computing operation. Several factors determine the performance of parallel SpMV computations, including matrix characteristics, storage formats, and the rising complexity and heterogeneity of computer systems. There is a pressing need for new ways of exploiting parallelism, and mapping data and applications to the computing resources. We propose here ZAKI+ , a data-driven machine-learning approach, allowing users to automatically, effortlessly, and speedily obtain the best configuration (the data distribution, the optimal number of processes, and mapping strategy) and performance for the execution of the parallel SpMV computations on distributed memory machines. We train and test the tool using three machine learning methods-decision trees, random forest, and Xtreme boosting-and nearly 2000 real-world matrices obtained from 45 application domains, including computer vision and robotics. ZAKI+ provides optimal process mapping and outperforms the MPI default mapping policy by a factor of 4.24. This is the first work where the sparsity structure of matrices has been exploited to predict the optimal mapping of processes and data in distributed-memory environments by using different base and ensemble machine learning methods. Various CPSs comprise compute-intensive machine learning applications, such as the SpMV, and hence, the process and data mapping contributions of this paper would be of paramount impact for the CPSs.
Smart cities and other cyber physical systems rely on various scientific, engineering, business, and social applications that provide timely intelligence for their design, operations and management. Many of these scientific and analytics applications require the solution of sparse linear equation systems. Some examples of these applications where these have been specifically applied to smart city settings include computational fluid dynamics (CFD) [9] , [10] , computer vision or computer graphics [11] [12] [13] , robotics problems [14] , 2D/3D problems [15] , thermal problems [16] , [17] , acoustics problems [18] , [19] , operational research [20] [21] [22] , healthcare [23] , and networking [24] , [25] . Some other examples of smart city applications include life sciences [26] , smart farming [27] , transportation [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] , autonomous vehicles [34] , graph computations [35] , and social media analytics [36] , [37] .
Sparse matrix-vector product (SpMV) is the most important and time-consuming kernel for the iterative solution of sparse linear equation systems. The SpMV operation has been categorized as one of the seven dwarfs i.e. seven numerical methods of significant importance [38] . It is a memory bound operation compared to other compute intensive algebra kernels such as dense matrix-vector multiplication. High performance computing (HPC) typically exploits parallel computing features of the underlying software and hardware infrastructure to solve large problems faster. HPC has been applied to SpMV/linear algebra [39] [40] [41] [42] , and other problems for several decades. Big data and data-driven approaches [35] , [36] , [43] , [44] have been used relatively recently in scientific computing to address HPC related challenges, and this has given rise to the convergence of HPC and big data [45] , [46] . Moreover, artificial intelligence (AI) is increasingly being used to improve big data, HPC, scientific computing, and other problem domains. This trend has given rise to the convergence of big data, HPC and AI. This paper attempts to contribute to this convergence and applies it (the convergence of the three areas) to the area of SpMV computations.
Several factors affect the performance of SpMV computations [47] . These include matrix characteristics, storage formats, software implementations, and hardware platforms. The matrix characteristics include eigenvalues, definiteness, number of non-zero values in the matrix and the sparsity pattern. The storage formats include Compressed Sparse Row (CSR), Compressed Sparse Column (CSC), Coordinate format, Diagonal, Hybrid, Blocked CSR, Extended BCSR, Compact Modified Sparse Row (CMSR), and many others [42] , [48] [49] [50] . The choice of matrix storage formats is dependent on the characteristics of the matrix itself. The software implementations include, among others, Intel MKL [51] , Trilinos Project [52] , CUSPARSE [53] , and CUSP [54] . The characteristics of the hardware platforms that could affect the SpMV performance include the DRAM bandwidth, cache hierarchy, the available parallelism in the hardware, and others. A range of hardware architecture are being used for SpMV implementations including CPUs [55] [56] [57] , MIC [40] , GPUs [39] , [58] , and other architectures [59] , [60] .
Performance optimization of an application on distributedmemory multicore architectures is challenging due to the heterogeneity and diversity of architectures. Modern machines have a range of shared and distributed memory, and hybrid architectures, with several hierarchies involving non-uniform communication latencies [61] , [62] . The sparsity pattern of the matrix affects the performance of SpMV computations, particularly in the case of distributed-memory implementations (due to higher variations in communication delays), resulting in load imbalance that causes both computation and communication overheads [39] . The goal of mapping of sparse matrices and vectors to processors in distributed memory parallel environment is to minimize the overall communication (number of sent messages, communication volume per processor, synchronization costs) and provide computation load balance. The sparsity pattern of a matrix is unknown before runtime. The manual process of trial and error experimentation to find the best mapping of processes and data on a given architecture and resources for computing SpMV is time-consuming and frustrating. More importantly, it requires a complete search of the node and processor core space to find the optimal configuration for the computation. The structure of the matrix is not regular and therefore the whole manual processes need to be repeated numerous times for each matrix.
The challenges related to the mapping of data and processes onto distributed memory architectures are not specific to SpMV computations alone. Various cyber physical systems will comprise compute intensive machine learning applications, such as SpMV, and these will need to be optimally mapped onto the underlying cyber physical and exascale computing infrastructure. Cyber physical systems in the future will comprise an ecosystem of digital infrastructures that are able to work together and enable dynamic real-time interactions between various CPS subsystems. Technologies such as big data, pervasive, cloud and fog computing, as well as the increasingly complex demands of smart cities and societies, are likely to transform the future of computing infrastructures. The trend would be the integration of computing at exascale (and beyond) with big data technologies and provision of on-demand service-oriented high performance computing together with the required data, AI and other applications. The mapping of data and processes (related to smart applications) onto the underlying cyberphysical converged infrastructure therefore would be of paramount importance.
A. AIM AND CONTRIBUTIONS
In our earlier work, we have proposed ZAKI that predicts the optimal number of processes for SpMV computations of an arbitrary sparse matrix on a distributed memory machine [63] . In this paper, we extend the earlier tool and propose ZAKI+, a data-driven and machine-learning approach to predict the optimal mapping of the processes and data (i.e., matrix partitions) on the underlying distributed memory machine architecture for SpMV computations of an arbitrary sparse matrix. The aim herein is to allow application scientists to automatically, effortlessly, and speedily obtain the best configuration (including the matrix/data distribution, optimal number of processes, and mapping strategy), and hence the best performance, for the execution of the SpMV computations for a given sparse matrix (see Figure 1) . ZAKI+ involves three phases: data preparation, training, and testing. Data preparation includes sparse matrix feature extraction, SpMV kernel execution with varying number of processes and five process mapping strategies, choosing the minimum execution time for each mapping strategy, and selecting the optimal mapping of the data and processes for each matrix in our dataset. We have used the SuiteSparse matrix collection [64] as our dataset, comprising (randomly) selected 1838 sparse matrices associated with 45 application domains.
Firstly, the sparse matrices in the dataset are converted to the CSR format. The SpMV computations are performed 2000 times for each of the 1838 matrices for the whole range of processes (cores on multiple nodes), varying between 1 and 384 (see Section 4). The sequential, minimum, and average execution times are recorded for each sparse matrix in the dataset. The average time of the 2000 SpMV executions is used to avoid any anomalies. The labeled data set includes sparse matrix features along with the optimal mapping strategy that gives the minimum execution time for the matrix. This labeled data set is divided into the training and testing datasets, containing randomly selected 90% and 10% matrices from the dataset, respectively. The training dataset is used to train the predictive model using three machine learning algorithms; Decision Trees, Random Forest, and Xtreme Boosting. The trained predictive model is tested on the test data using a generic classification accuracy metric. The proposed model is trained off-line once and requires no further training at the actual matrix execution or prediction time. The execution times for the predicted optimal configuration of SpMV computations are compared with the average execution times of MPI default mapping policy; ZAKI+ provides 4.24 times aggregated speedup over the MPI default mapping policy with average parallel execution times. This paper makes the following contributions. We:
propose, implement, and evaluate a machine learning tool that allows users to automatically obtain the best configuration (including the optimal mapping of the processes and data), and hence the best performance, for SpMV computations of a given sparse matrix on a distributed-memory machine. train and test the tool using nearly 2000 real-world matrices obtained from 45 application domains including CFD, computer vision, and robotics. perform in-depth performance modeling and evaluation using different machine learning techniques and visualizations. provide a first-ever detailed comparative analysis of multiple MPI process mapping strategies (Node binding, Latency binding, Bandwidth binding, and Cyclic binding) for SpMV computations. The methodology to use multiple mapping strategies for prediction is itself a novel contribution of this paper. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work of its kind where the sparsity structure of matrices have been exploited to predict the optimal mapping of the processes and data in distributed memory environments by using different base and ensemble machine learning methods. ZAKI is an Arabic word, which means, ''smart''.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background information related to SpMV and machine learning algorithms. The literature survey is presented in Section 3. Section 4 introduces the methodology of our proposed technique. Section 5 gives detailed experimental results and analysis of the different mapping strategies for SpMV parallelization. The prediction results and analysis of the Zaki+ tool are given in Section 6. We conclude in Section ý7 and give future directions.
II. BACKGROUND
This section gives the brief overview of SpMV, different process mapping techniques and machine learning algorithms used in this paper. Table 1 lists the basic symbols used in this paper.
A. SpMV
Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) is generally the most common used sparse matrix storage format and can be used to VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 2. CSR representation.
Algorithm 1 SpMV Algorithm
SpMV Computation using CSR scheme 1: Procedure SpMV (A::in, x::in, y::out) A: input Matrix in CSR format x: input vectory: output vector 2: for i = 0 to N − 1 do 3:
end for 6: end for 7: end Procedure store any matrix without relying on the structure of the matrix. Figure 2 shows an example of how the sparse matrix is stored in CSR format. CSR based sparse matrix is stored using three arrays, i.e., the val array of size nnz stores the actual nonzero elements, the col array of size nnz stores the indices of the nonzero elements, and the rowptr array of length M +1 stores the pointers to the first nonzero element of each row in the col and val arrays. 
Algorithm 1 represents the parallel SpMV operation using CSR format
B. DATA DISTRIBUTION
Load balancing and minimizing communication cost are considered as key optimizations in distributed parallel SpMV computation. We have used one dimensional data distribution, which ultimately reduces the complexity of load balancing algorithm. Over the years numerous 2D partitioning algorithms have been proposed but these algorithms are complex and are more suitable for shared memory systems [65] .
A, x and y (see Table 1 ) needs to be distributed for parallel implementation of SpMV. Figure 3 shows how all these three elements are distributed among processes.
The three colors; represent each their process and which data is local to each individual process. The lightly colored area of the matrix is to illustrate which part of the distributed matrix has to be multiplied by remote vector entries (vector entries which are not local to a process and hosted on other processes), whereas the fully colored areas of the matrix are to be multiplied with the vector entries local to the process itself. This partitioning allows for communications to be overlapped with computations, where the remote vector entries are being communicated while the local computations are performed.
C. PROCESS MAPPING
The ways to map parallel processes to processors (or cores) could affect the application performance significantly due to the non-uniform communication cost. Processes sharing lots of data could be placed physically close to each other to reduce the communication cost and ultimately overall application's execution time. The binding of a process or thread to a specific core, can improve the performance of code by increasing the percentage of local memory accesses. Some OpenMP runtime libraries and MPI libraries may also perform certain placements by default. In cases where the placements by the kernel or the MPI or OpenMP libraries are not optimal, one can try several methods to control the placement in order to improve performance of an application by maximizing data locality.
Manual placement of the individual processes in a parallel job referred as ''process placement'' or ''process affinity, is time consuming process. The programming model of MPI is flat: each process can communicate directly with other processes. The exchanges can be irregular, which means that a given MPI process will not necessarily communicate with all the other MPI processes and that the amount of data exchanged between consecutive messages may vary. As a consequence, the physical location of the MPI processes influences application communication costs. MPI standard either provide their own run-time systems for launching and monitoring the individual processes in a parallel application or use a back-end parallel run-time environment support for this functionality. MPI implementations sometimes rely on back-end parallel runtime environments provided by job schedulers and resource managers to provide process placement functionality for parallel jobs.
Mapping determines the number of processes to be launched and on which hosts to facilitate efficient interaction among processes to improve the overall performance of application. We have experimented with OpenMPI default process affinity as a reference point and use four different affinity options i.e. By node, Latency binding, cyclic binding and bandwidth binding.
1) BY NODE
Mapping by node involves processes assignment by iterating over nodes. The ranking of MPI processes is implicitly set to node and default binding unit is socket. As an example considers the case where the host A, have 4 slots and host B with 2 slots available for processes to run.
The ranks are ordered and alternates between nodes and with binding to a smaller unit i.e. socket, results in iteration of subsequent processes over sockets of each host.
The process ranks are represented by R0-R5 and closed brackets represent sockets with available number of cores. The process with rank 0 is assigned to node A, rank 1 to node B and so on. As the default binding is socket so processes are bind to entire to socket [66] .
2) LATENCY BINDING
Latency binding is also known as packed latency and results in fastest communication between adjacent ranks by distributing processes on cores until all available cores are consumed. Binding and ordering of ranks is also implicitly set to core (same as set by the mapping). As shown in the Figure 5 processes are assigned by core until all the 4 slots available in node A are consumed and then it moves to node B [66] .
3) CYCLIC BINDING
Cyclic binding can be created, by mapping processes to sockets and ranks distribution by core. As shown in Figure 6 ranks 0 and 1 are assigned to one socket and 2 and 3 are assigned to second socket of node A. When the available 4 slots are consumed, it moved to second node.
4) BANDWIDTH BINDING
Mapping processes to sockets, ranking and binding them by core to span those cores assignment all over available sockets, creates bandwidth binding. The final binding unit is smaller than the unit defined in mapping i.e. core, results in cores being iterated in the sockets and closer indexed ranks are near to each other to maximize the cache and memory bandwidth [66] .
D. MACHINE LEARNING 1) DECISION TREES
As the name suggest, decision trees uses a tree like model for decisions and most commonly used tool in data mining and widely adopted in machine learning. Decision tree makes use of greedy algorithms i.e. Hunt's algorithm, to makes a best possible decision at each node but does not consider the global optimum. Depth of the tree is important parameter and decision tree algorithms are often prone to over-fitting with increasing tree depth. Nodes represent decisions and edges are binary (True/False) represents possible options from one node to other. The process of traversing the tree from decision node to terminal/leaf node is easily interpretable and thus decision trees can be used for feature engineering. Decision tree models often suffer from over-fitting problem due to outliers and irregularities in data; algorithm goes deeper with increased test set error with lower prediction accuracy. Pre-pruning and post pruning are the two most widely used approaches to tackle over-fitting problems. In pre-pruning, splitting of a node is stopped if some threshold value is reached while in post-pruning, complete tree is formed and if suffered from over-fitting then post pruning is carried out. Cross validation is normally used to test if splitting of a node improves the model or not. If accuracy is suffered by further expansion of a node then that node is considered to be a leaf node [67] .
2) ENSEMBLE MACHINE LEARNING METHODS
Ensemble machine learning methods improves the learning results by combining results from numerous base models to produce an optimal model with improved predictive performance compared to single model. These predictive models use various machine learning algorithms to improve predictions (stacking) by decreasing variance (bagging) and bias VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 6. Cyclic binding.
FIGURE 7. Bandwidth binding.
(boosting) [68] . There are different ensemble methods e.g. Bagging and Random forest.
Bagging also known as bootstrap aggregation reduces the variance of an estimate by taking average of the multiple estimates. Multiple sub-samples of data are extracted randomly from the given data set and decision trees is formed for each data sample [69] . The results of multiple decision trees are aggregated for an optimal predictor.
3) RANDOM FOREST
Random forests (RF) are bagged decision tree model and are most commonly used due to its flexibility, ease of use and can target both classification and regression problems [70] . The forest is made up of ensemble decision trees trained with bagging method, which is generally associated with combining the multiple learning models to improve the overall score. RF used random subset of features in each splitting of a tree to minimize the correlation between trees. RF can handle binary, numerical and categorical features with not much pre-processing efforts. RF can be parallelized, handle high dimensionality, faster training and prediction, robust to outliers but they have tendency to over-fit and demands tuning of hyper-parameters.
4) XGboost
XGBoost stands for extreme gradient boosting is a machine learning technique that combines several weak learning models (typically decision trees) to make more stable and accurate results. It built on the concept of gradient boosting but is more stable and resilient to over-fitting. It is highly flexible open source tool to target ranking, classification and regression problems [71] .
III. LITERATURE SURVEY
Selecting the correct mapping scheme has significant impact on the performance and physical location of the MPI processes influences application communication costs. Emani et al. [72] proposed an adaptive mapping of parallelism in the presence of external workload by combining compile time knowledge with the dynamic workload information and used supervised learning to automatically build portable heuristic for choosing the right number of threads for each parallel section of the target program and the optimal mapping to the available resources. Wang et al. [73] proposed a profile driven parallelism detection and machine learning based mapping by mitigating the shortcomings of static analysis, replacing traditional target specific mapping with machine learning based mapping mechanism. They applied machine learning based offline prediction for each parallel loop candidate to decide the optimal parallel mapping strategy and used OpenMP annotations to generate the parallel code.
Jeannot et al. [74] addressed the issue of data locality problem by proposing a process placement policy. They gathered communication pattern of the MPI application and also modeled the target architecture. Based on the information gathered they defines a placement policy that is enforces when application is launched. Castro et al. [75] proposed a machine learning based approach to automatically choose an appropriate thread mapping strategy for STM applications considering the features of the applications, STM system and platform.
Exploiting the sparsity structure of matrix, efficient storage formats, matrix reordering, use of accelerators, data structure and code reorganization are some of the key issues targeted for optimization of SpMV. There is a trade-off between balanced workload distribution and minimal communication for selecting the efficient data mapping method for SpMV. Mansour et al. [76] proposed a data mapping method for SpMV, derived from checkerboard method (blocks of rows and columns are assigned to 2D mesh of processors), on Network-on-Chip (NoC) to minimize communication cost without sacrificing the balanced workload distribution. NoC was introduced to overcome the shortcomings of bus-based on-chip interconnects with packet-switched network architecture. They have also proposed FPGA based architecture for the proposed data mapping methodology. The performance of SPMV is heavily dependent on the structure of the matrix, which may result in drastic performance variations. Matrix with irregular structure results in noticeable amount of cache misses and performance is further degraded with load imbalance. The specificities of unknown input matrix need to be considered during runtime to optimize the performance of SPMV. Kislal et al. [62] proposed a cache aware SPMV optimization methodology primarily focusing on mapping (Iterations to core in the target multicore architecture), scheduling (Execution order of loop iterations) and data layout reorganization.
Karakasis et al. [77] investigated the performance energy trade-offs in SpVM by exploiting the execution configuration i.e. core frequency and thread placement that yields optimal performance energy trade-off. As random filling up all cores of shared memory machine to cater memory bound applications may not be a suitable solution in terms of performance and energy. Thread placement affects the performance of the memory bound applications on modern multicore architecture and give comparable performance with low energy budget. Fujino and Nanri [78] 
Sparse matrix multiplication usually achieves only a small fraction of the peak performance of a modern processor. Distributed solutions for sparse matrix multiplication lead to significant network communication and network bandwidth is usually the bottleneck. The distributed solution also imposes challenges in achieving load balancing. Zheng et al. [79] explore a solution that scales sparse matrix dense matrix multiplication (SpMM) on a multi-core machine with commodity SSDs and perform SpMM in semi-external memory (SEM) by keeping one or more columns of a dense matrix in memory and the sparse matrix is accessed from external memory. They demonstrated that the SEM solution uses the resources of a multi-core machine well and achieves performance that exceeds the state-of-the-art in-memory implementations.
Expert programmers can implement effective mapping but manual process is expensive and error prone. As the performance of the SpMV is heavily dependent on the structure of the matrix that is an unknown entity before run time, which motivates the idea of using machine learning for its optimization. There is very little work on the use of machine learning for the optimization of SpMV and most of the efforts are dedicated to automated format selection based on the sparse matrix features.
IV. ZAKI+: METHODOLOGY AND DESIGN
ZAKI+ incorporates supervised machine learning model to predict the best process mapping strategy for a given matrix based on sparse matrix features related to the distribution of nonzero elements. All the relevant features are extracted along with the best mapping strategy for each matrix. The best mapping is selected based on the least execution time among all the candidate-mapping schemes i.e. by node, BW, LB, Def, CB (see symbol Table 1 ). The labeled data set (Sparse matrix features, mapping scheme) is given as input to machine learning algorithm to build a ML based predictive model. The model predicts the best mapping scheme and is validated with unseen matrices. The set of sparse matrices U stored in a database along with the candidate set of optimal mapping strategy S. Each entry u ∈ U and associated solution s ∈ S in the training set consists of sparse features vector of u and optimal mapping strategy s.
A. DATA SET
The dataset is created using mostly square matrices from SuiteSparse collection and comprises of more than 1800 matrices. The matrices are chosen to make sure that we target applications from multidisciplinary domains. Table 4 List the application domains of selected matrices. Matrices are selected from 45 application domains and their names are listed in column 2. Count gives the total number of matrices selected in each application domain. The maximum number of matrices for a single domain (i.e. 164) belongs to Subsequent Circuit Simulation problem domain. While Duplicate Optimization Problem, Directed graph and Directed Weighted Random Graph have only single matrix. Minimum and maximum number of rows for each application domain are listed in Column 4 (Min. Rows) and Column 5 (Max. Rows) respectively. Minimum numbers of rows for any single matrix in our data set is 5 and that belongs to Directed weighted graph while maximum numbers of rows are 27993600 (Optimization problem). Similarly minimum nnzs (see symbol Table 1 ) are 19 and maximum nnzs are 401232976. The last column shows the image of a randomly selected matrix from each application domain.
B. SPARSE MATRIX FEATURES
We tabulate some of the important features in Table 2 . The first column lists the features names along with the description in the second column. The third column lists the formulae used to get the numerical quantity for each of those features. The last column lists the computation complexity. The first 6 features i.e. Number of rows, columns, nnz, density, mean nnz in rows and columns, have computation complexity of (1). The more complex features require the full scan of matrix and thus have higher computation complexity of (M) and their standard deviation with complexity (2M). The costs associated with features extraction can be amortize, as it is a part of pre-processing step and is only done once for the set of matrices. Table 3 lists the feature analysis of chosen sparse matrices. Min and Max columns list the minimum and maximum numerical quantity for each feature. The last two columns show the average and standard deviation of selected features, respectively. The experiments are carried out with more than 1800 matrices and number of rows ranges from minimum 5 to 2.799360e+07 and nnz with minimum 19 to 4.012330e+08 maximum.
C. FEATURES CHARACTERISTICS

D. DATA PREPARATION
The dataset is prepared by executing each matrix with different mapping schemes and least execution time is recorded. read in matrix market format and converted to CSR and all the selected set of features are extracted. SpMV operation is performed 2k times to avoid anomalies and the least average execution time among all different mapping schemes i.e. by node, BW, LB, Def, CB (see symbol Table 1 ), is used to define a class (Label) of each matrix. Each matrix is executed with different number of processes and for each process; SpMV operation is performed 2k times. The first for loop at line 2 of Algorithm 2 traverses through total number of matrices in our data set. Each matrix is converted to CSR format and selected features are extracted as shown in line 2 to 4. The second for loop at line 5 traverses through np (see Table 1 ) and upper limit of np is 384. The experiments are performed on 16 nodes with 24 cores each (total of 384 cores) and thus each matrix can be scaled up to 384 numbers of processes. The next for loop traverses the 2k iterations of SpMV kernel execution and average execution time Avgtime i is recorded against all np as shown in line 6 to 10. The least average execution time Avg mintime is than recorded for each matrix as shown in line 11 and 12.
For each mapping schemeŵ, the same process is repeated for all the matrices. Once we have the least average execution time recorded against all the matrices in our dataset for each mapping schemeŵ, the next step is to choose the minimum execution time i.e. Exetime avg , among all the mapping schemes recorded against each matrix as shown in line 14 to 16. The class or label of each matrix is defined by using minimum of Exetime avg . The labeled dataset comprising of sparse matrix features f, and mapping schemeŵ is used to train our machine-learning model.
We have experimented with 16 nodes with 24 cores each and each SpMV operation is performed 2000 times to avoid anomalies and used the average of 2k iterations of execution time. Figure 8 and Figure 9 shows execution iterations for selected matrices on single node (with 24 processes) and on multiple nodes (8 nodes with 190 processes) respectively. The x-axis shows the number of iterations i.e. 2k and Y-axis represents the execution time on logarithmic scale.
E. MACHINE LEARNING MODEL
ZAKI+ predicts the best mapping strategy for unseen matrix by exploiting the sparsity pattern through feature extraction. Our proposed predictive model is divided in to three main phases as shown in Figure 10 . Matrices in matrix market format are first converted to CSR format and all the relevant features are extracted. SpMV operation is performed 2k times and average execution time is recorded across all nps (see Table 1 ). The same process is repeated for all mapping schemes and minimum of the average execution time is recorded. Best time is selected from minimum average execution time among all mapping schemes (Def., Node, CB, LB and BW), which is used to label our data set.
Selected set of features along with best mapping strategy is served as input for the machine-learning algorithm. The selected sets of features are listed in Table 2 and features analysis is presented in Table 3 . The data set is first divided into testing and training set. The extracted features are scaled to standardize the numerical values, thus preventing the machine-learning algorithm to give high weigh to higher values and lower weigh to lower values. We have used standardization which involves rescaling the numerical values of features with mean = 0 and variance = 1 and are represented with the following formula.
(1) Algorithm 3 shows how the training phase is performed. The scaled data set S is divided into training S train and testing data S test as shown in line 2 to 5. ML model is trained on S train and evaluated with S test . We have used Decision tree (DT) and ensemble ML algorithms Random Forest (RF) and Extreme Boosting (XG). For any unseen matrix our predictive model predicts the optimal mapping strategy, which gives the best performance. (4) where N is the number of matrices in a test set, Best i is the minimum time of the ith matrix among all the schemes, and Predicted i is a selected mappings scheme by our machine-learning model.
H. EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORM
The experiments have been performed on Aziz Super computer at King Abdul Aziz University Saudi Arabia. Aziz has 496 Nodes with 11,904 computing cores. 380 standard compute nodes (9120 cores) with 96 GB (4GB per core) and 112 high memory compute nodes (2688 cores) with 256 GB (10.6GB per core) for applications that require large memory for their execution. Each compute node has Dual socket Intel Xeon E5-2695v2 12-core processor running at 2.4GHz and Compute cluster total memory capacity of 66TB and peak performance is nearly 230 TFlops. The Infiniband interconnect provides high scalable, high speed and low latency data transportation, configured in a full bisectional bandwidth non-blocking network fabric with zero copy operations using Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA). It provides 40Gbps full bisectional bandwidth communication between any two end points. Table 5 lists the software specifications
V. ANALYSIS OF MAPPING STRATEGIES FOR SPMV PARALLELIZATION
The optimal number of processes and where those processes should be mapped has great impact on the performance of the parallel application and is evident in Figure 10 .
Let np denotes the total number of processes, p denotes a single process and t i represents the execution time of ith matrix, where 0 < i < N and N is total number of matrices in our data set. The execution time of each matrix is recorded against different number of processes and if the execution time kept on decreasing with increasing number of processes, we continued scaling up each matrix. Depending on size of the matrix and its sparsity pattern there comes a breakeven point where execution time kept on increasing with increasing parallelism as the communication between processes started to dominate the overall time, which is our stopping criteria for further scaling. Each matrix is executed 2k times for different number of processes and minimum/maximum execution time is selected by choosing minimum/maximum among all the np (see Table 1 ) against that matrix as shown in the following equations. The average time is calculated by taking the mean execution time of each matrix executed with different number of processes.
The sequential and minimum execution time is represented by t i s , t i min . Speedup of the ith matrix is calculated with following equation.
Speedup i = t is t i min (7) Speedup against the entire data set is calculated as follows
Minimum execution time and speedup is calculated using equation 5 and 7 respectively. t i avg is the average time calculated by taking the mean execution time of each matrix executed with different number of processes as shown in equation equations 6. Same process is repeated for all the mapping schemes to get the minimum of each mapping policy i.e. Node, BW, LB, CB, Def(min) against each matrix. The term Def used in this paper refers to Def(min) which is calculated as minimum of execution time across all np (see Table 1 ) with default MPI mapping scheme. Speedup and average speedup is calculated using equations 8 and 9 respectively for the entire data set.
Best time is a calculated by choosing minimum time among all the minimums calculated for each matrix in each mapping scheme. Let Best i denote the best time of the ith matrix and Node i , BW i , LB i , CB i , and Def i are the minimum time for the ith matrix in each these mapping scheme. Best time for ith matrix is calculated using equation 9.
The Best time calculated here is used to define a label for each matrix to train our machine-learning model. Figure 11 shows the execution time comparison (on log scale) of choosing the optimal mapping strategy i.e. Best, with Def(min) (t i min with default mapping) and four mapping schemes including serial time and default average time (t i avg with default mapping), for the entire data set. The y-axis shows the execution time on logarithmic scale and x-axis shows different mapping schemes i.e. Node, BW, LB, CB, Def(min), serial execution time, Def(avg) and Best time (see equation 10).
With more than 1800 matrices in our data set, sequential time took almost 132291.1 seconds (36.75 hrs.), average execution time took 16421.58 seconds (4.5 hrs) and is reduced to 5521.83 seconds (1.53 hrs.) by using only the optimal number of processes but with default mapping scheme. Changing the mapping scheme helped in further reduction of execution time i.e. with CB time is reduced to 4341.43 sec (1. Our approach achieved the best performance and reduced the execution time to 3792.11 sec for the entire data set as shown in Figure 11 . Figure 12 Shows speedup achieved by different mapping schemes i.e. by Node, Def(min), LB, BW, CB (see Table 1 ) and Def(avg) against serial execution. Def(min) achieved almost 24× speedup against sequential execution. All the mapping schemes used in this paper have outperformed default MPI mapping scheme Def(min) and Def(avg) by big margin. Mapping by node achieved almost 33.5× speedup and outperformed others as LB and BW have achieved almost identical speedup of 31.5× and 31.7× respectively. CB binding achieved 30.4× speedup, Best shown in Figure 12 , achieved almost 35× speedup and outperformed all others. Figure 13 illustrate the speedup achieved by Best and other mapping schemes against Def(avg). By node achieved the highest speedup with 4.1× followed by BW and LB with 3.9×, and CB with 3.7× achieved the lowest among the four mapping schemes. Best here outperforms all others and achieves 4.3× speedup against Def(avg).
All the mapping schemes here performed surprisingly well compared to Def(min) and Def(avg) and margin of speedup difference between these schemes is quite narrow. Figure 14 lists the average slow down when each mapping scheme is used for the entire data set rather than choosing the individual best.
The Def(avg) shows the worst performance among all and by Node shows the best. All the four mapping schemes used here outperformed both Def(min) and Def(avg). Figure 15 plots the execution time comparison of different mapping schemes i.e. Def, Node, CB, BW, LB, serial execution and Best (see equation 10) for all the matrices in our data set, sorted by rows from minimum to maximum. The y-axis shows the execution time in seconds on logarithmic scale (stacked for the ease of visualization) and x-axis shows different mapping schemes. Figure 16 plots the speedup comparison of different mapping schemes i.e. Def, Node, CB, BW, LB (see Table 1 ) Best (see equation 10) and serial execution for all the matrices in our data set, sorted by rows from minimum to maximum. Figure 17 plots the execution time of matrices sorted by nnz (min to max). The times on the y-axis are plotted using the logarithmic scale and therefore do not show a steep rise in the plots. The y-axis shows the execution time in seconds (stacked for the ease of visualization) and x-axis shows all the matrices sorted on nnz. Figure 18 plots the speedup achieved by different mappings schemes against serial execution. Speedup in Figure 16 and Figure 18 shows the speedup of Best against the serial while speedup_def, speedup_node, speedup_BW, speedup_CB and speedup_LB shows the speedup of Def, Node, BW, CB and LB respectively (see Table 1 ) Matrices in our data set are chosen from multidisciplinary domains to avoid being biased towards specific kind of applications and to target variety of application domains. We have experimented with matrices chosen from 45 application domains as listed in Table 4 . Figure 19 (a, b, c) shows the execution time comparison of Best_Time with minimum, maximum and serial execution, for different application domains on logarithmic scale. The x-axis shows the numbers in the same order as listed against each application domain in Table 4 . Max_time is a worst case scenario representing default maximum and Def represents default minimum execution time. The y-axis shows the execution on logarithmic scale. Best_time here is minimum time selected from multiple mapping schemes, calculated using equation 10 . Figure 19 (d, e, f) shows the speedup achieved by the choosing the best mapping strategy against serial represented in figure as Speedup, default mapping scheme as Speedup_Def and worst case scenario as Speedup_max. The numbers on X-axis represents the application domains in the same order as listed in Table 4 . The Y axis shows the speedup on logarithmic scale.
VI. ZAKI+ PREDICTION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
This section presents the evaluation of ZAKI+ to predict the best mapping strategy for SpMV computation in distributed memory environment. Figure 20 shows the overall distribution of mapping schemes. With mapping by node, almost 37% matrices have recorded the least execution time and clearly outperformed the others, followed by LB with 27%. BW and Def have shown almost the same result of 12%, while CB binding have shown the least performance with only 9.34% of the matrices in our data set shown least execution with LB.
A. PREDICTIVE MODELS COMPARISON
We have experimented with three machine learning models including Decision Tree (DT), Random Forest (RF) and extreme boosting (XG). Figure 21 shows prediction accuracy of the three algorithms where XG have outperformed others with limited set of learning parameters that we have experimented with. Full features contains all the features and the basic features have the lowest computation complexity and don't require the full scan of the matrix as shown in Table 2 . XG outperformed other two models and have shown 74.45% accuracy compared to RF with 70.1% and DT with 64.67% with full feature set. With basic features RF and DT have shown almost the same accuracy of ≈ 61% and XG performed better with ≈ 64% accuracy. 
B. PERFORMANCE GAIN
The performance gain of the ZAKI+ and other mapping strategies is presented in Figure 22 . We have used Geometric Mean of Normalized Performance (GMNP) to compare the performance calculated using equation 1. As shown in Figure 22 , ZAKI+ has achieved almost 98% of that of Best time for the test set. All mapping schemes have performed well compared to default. Node, LB and BW have shown almost the same performance and are slightly better than CB. Def being the worst have shown almost 68% of the maximum possible performance i.e. Best, which can be achieved by choosing the right mapping scheme each time for all the matrices in a test set.
The high performance gain is due to the fact that even the miss-predictions chooses the mapping scheme with execution time very close to the best and is evident the Figure 23 which plots the best, default and predicted results. The x-axis shows the matrices in our test set sorted with respect to their execution time (minimum to maximum) and y-axis shows the execution time in seconds on a logarithmic scale. It is observed that almost all the predictions and miss-predictions are very close to best available option as the performance difference between different mapping schemes is very narrow resulting in high performance gain. Figure 24 shows the average execution time comparison of different mapping schemes with ZAKI+, for the entire data set of 1838 matrices. Clearly evident in Figure 24Fig ure 24, ZAKI+ took 3875.91 seconds and outperformed all others by a big margin. Node(avg) performed marginally better than other mapping schemes with 11716.23 seconds. Zaki+ performed almost 3× times better than Node(avg), 3.1× times better than BW(avg), 3.2× times better than LB(avg), 3.3× times better than CB(avg) and 4.2× times better than Def(avg).
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed ZAKI+, a data-driven and machine-learning approach to predict the optimal mapping of processes and data (i.e., matrix partitions) on the underlying distributed memory machine architecture for SpMV computations of an arbitrary sparse matrix. It allows application scientists to automatically, effortlessly, and speedily obtain the best configuration (including the matrix/data distribution, optimal number of processes, and mapping strategy), and hence the best performance, for the execution of the SpMV computations for a given sparse matrix. We have used 1838 real-world sparse matrices associated with 45 application domains to train and test the tool. The execution times for the predicted optimal configuration of SpMV computations are compared with the average execution times of MPI default mapping policy; ZAKI+ provides 4.24 times aggregated speedup over the MPI default mapping policy with average parallel execution times. We have provided a first-ever detailed comparative analysis of multiple MPI process mapping strategies (Node binding, Latency binding, Bandwidth binding, and Cyclic binding) for SpMV computations. The methodology to use multiple mapping strategies for prediction is itself a novel contribution of this paper. This is the first work of its kind where the sparsity structures of matrices have been exploited to predict the optimal mapping of the processes and data in distributed memory environments by using different base and ensemble machine learning methods.
It is observed that changing the mapping scheme has increased the performance for the entire data set compared to the MPI default mapping strategy (shown in Figure 15 to Figure 18 ). Node and LB have shown the best performance while BW and CW came close second in terms of speedup against Def. The most of the matrices in our data set have shown best performance with Node, followed by LB (Figure 20) . The least execution time is chosen among all these mapping schemes and labeled accordingly, to train the machine learning model. The performance of all studied mapping schemes is better than Def, and also performance differences within these mapping schemes are quite small, resulting in the high performance gain of 97.79% of the ideally attainable performance for our ZAKI+ tool.
In the future, we will enhance the proposed techniques by incorporating additional relevant features and increasing the dataset, both in terms of the number and size of sparse matrices and application domains. We are also planning to extend it further on hybrid MPI/OpenMP programming model, where MPI is responsible for inter-node communication and OpenMP is used for fine-grained parallelism. Moreover, we plan to extend our tool to incorporate energy efficiency optimization of SpMV computations. We will also extend our proposed tool, ZAKI+ to work for dense matrix vector multiplication.
It was mentioned that the manual process of trial and error experimentation to find the best mapping of processes and data on a given architecture and resources for computing SpMV is time-consuming and frustrating, needing a complete search of the node and processor core space to find the optimal configuration for the computation. The ability to provide the optimal process configuration speedily is a crucial advantage of the ZAKI+ tool. Our future work will look into analyzing the time profile of the predictive model with the aim to develop a real-time tool for process mapping prediction.
The current trend in ICT is towards the convergence of big data, HPC and AI. This paper has attempted to contribute to this convergence and has applied it to the area of SpMV computations. The challenges related to the mapping of data and processes onto distributed memory architectures are not specific to SpMV computations alone. Various cyber-physical systems will comprise compute intensive machine learning applications, such as SpMV, and these will need to be optimally mapped onto the underlying cyber-physical and exascale computing infrastructure. CPSs in the future will comprise an ecosystem of digital infrastructures that are able to work together and enable dynamic real-time interactions between various CPS subsystems. Technologies such as big data, pervasive, cloud and fog computing, as well as the increasingly complex demands of smart cities and societies, are likely to transform the future of computing infrastructures. The trend would be the integration of computing at exascale (and beyond) with big data technologies and provision of on-demand service-oriented high performance computing together with the required data, AI and other applications. The mapping of data and processes (related to smart applications) onto the underlying cyberphysical converged infrastructure therefore would be of paramount importance. This area of convergence is in its infancy [38] and our future work will provide more in-depth proposals and analysis on these aspects of the SpMV computations.
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